
GET MORE FROM YOUR ANALYTICS

Since 1997 CarpeDatum has enhanced planning 

and analytics in small to large companies 

including Amazon, Price Smart, Seattle Public 

Utilities, and McCormick & Company. 

C O M PA N Y  O V E R V I E W

CarpeDatum has been in business since 

1997 providing software and consulting 

services that deliver maximum value from 

your investment in IBM TM1. 

CarpeDatum consultants have many years 

of real-world experience in financial analysis, 

business management and information 

systems. We use our knowledge and 

expertise to ask relevant questions that get to the heart of your financial 

and analytic needs. Then we combine our understanding of your business 

challenges with the way TM1 works to create high-impact, high-value financial 

and analytic applications.

Clients call on CarpeDatum to help advance TM1 deployments into areas 

outside of the financial budgeting and planning process. We have worked 

with mature industry leaders ranging from Amazon, Kaiser Permanente and 

T-Mobile to firms that are just developing their analytics capabilities. 

Our goal is to deliver results fast that have a huge impact, leave your team 

smarter and arm you with applications that make TM1 even more valuable.

Once your TM1 applications are in production, CarpeDatum has developed 

two software packages for TM1 -- one that automates TM1 application 

migration, and another that overcomes the challenge of making TM1 data 

available to your users’ visualization tool of choice throughout the company.

carpedatuminc.com

• CarpeDatum delivers maximum value from your analytics 

investment through consulting services for IBM TM1. 

• CarpeDatum software automates migration and makes TM1 

available to Tableau, Qlik and other visual analytics tools.

http://www.carpedatuminc.com


GET MORE FROM YOUR ANALYTICS.
CONTACT US AND START DELIVERING MAXIMUM VALUE 

FROM YOUR ANALYTICS INVESTMENT.

info@carpedatuminc.com

303.627.8000

CarpeDatum software automates migration and 
makes TM1 available to visual analytics tools.

TM1Connect
TM1Connect software from CarpeDatum makes your analytics investment 

more valuable by expanding IBM TM1 throughout your company. 

TM1Connect eliminates the time-consuming challenge of translating 

TM1 data into various formats that can be accessed by visualization and 

reporting tools such as Tableau, Qlik or any ODBC compliant visualization 

software.

You shouldn’t spend countless hours creating scripting, data mapping 

and export/import routines to make TM1 available beyond Finance. With 

TM1Connect, conversions from OLAP to relational data happen in real time. 

When you make changes to your cubes, TM1Connect automatically makes 

them accessible to visualization and reporting tool users throughout your 

company.

TM1Compare
TM1Compare from CarpeDatum keeps paying for itself every time you do 

an IBM TM1 migration because users can keep working while an application 

migrates from testing to production. 

Migrating an IBM TM1 application to production was tedious and distracting 

– but TM1Compare changed that. TM1Compare creates migration packages 

so your administrators and technical staff can focus on their jobs instead of 

being sidetracked with manual tasks.

• TM1Compare allows you to easily create migration packages without 

having to write any script manually.  

• TM1Compare lets you visually see changes between servers side-by-side 

in a tree view layout, in real time, without restarting the TM1 server. 

• TM1Compare reduces the risk of promoting inaccurate data. The Snapshot 

feature enables administrators to create an audit trail of changes. 

• TM1Compare allows users to keep working while an application migrates 

from testing to production.

IBM
• Business/Financial Performance 

Management

Microsoft 
• Business Intelligence Solutions

• Data Warehousing & Data 

Management Solutions

• Business Process Management & 

Service Oriented Architecture

CARPEDATUM SOFTWARE PARTNERSHIPS & 
CERTIFICATIONS

“CarpeDatum has been an extension 

of our organization. I view them as 

a business partner in my decision-

making process. They’ve always 

given very honest recommendations. 

They’ve always proven to act in our 

best interest.”

– VICE PRESIDENT, FINANCIAL PLANNING    
  AND ANALYSIS, PRICESMART

“With TM1 and CarpeDatum 

Consulting, we are in a better 

position to turn our 50-year old start 

up, into a diversified, high-growth, 

technology leader.”

– BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGER,    
  INTEGRATED CIRCUITS BUSINESS
  DIVISION, HP
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